CELEBRATION OF NAI TALIM WEEK
WORKSHOP ON POT PAINTING

26th September-2nd October 2018
To celebrate Nai Talim Week, a workshop on pot painting was organized, wherein 1st year students
participated with great enthusiasm.
The whole batch was divided into 8 groups of 10-12 students and each group was given one object randomly.
There were different objects brought by the groups which included pots of about 3 feet long, sculptures of
Buddha, water fountains and tree sculptures. This workshop was based on principle of ‘Nai Talim – Craft
based education’ in which practical skills of arts was enhanced. Workshop commenced with the groups
giving a base coat of color on the objects and later on decorating the given objects with different materials
such as artificial flowers, colorful paper items, sparkle etc. The final outcome of all the groups was a treat to
watch. All the objects turned out to be very beautiful and clearly depicted how much the students enjoyed
this workshop and was a reflection of their hardwork. Focus of this workshop was how art forms can be used
as a tool/method of teaching learning process. Participating in such workshop leads to development of
leadership skills, creative skills, experience gaining through working in groups thereby giving students a
proper boost to grow.

The potter explained the kind of difficulties they face and gave a detailed demonstration of pottry making.
He was given a standing ovation by the students and faculty.
Another activity was conducted to clean the campus of Maharaja Surajmal Institute. The students were
divided in groups and were allotted
The program was concluded by Dr. Rajesh Gill appreciating the efforts of all the students and encouraging
them to use drama and arts in their career ahead. Overall it was a great and enthusiastic event and proved to
be a stress-buster for the students. It was a privilege for students to be a part of such workshop.

